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Overview

• Context of Energies Demain involvement

• Challenges to take up

• Examples of practices for leading the discussion with
stakeholders on policies & quantified targets



Background

Energies Demain, an engineering consultancy specialised in:

• Developing models and scenarios to identify possible pathways to reduction
targets

• Helping public authorities design low-carbon strategies and action plans

2 distinctive sets of competencies, slowly being brought
together

Reconciling the two, a democratic challenge
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Presentation Notes
Energies Demain:Tools and models to design scenarios in specific sectors (housing, electricity) and scenario tool for government (SceGES) work with local authorities to organise participative processes to build local strategies and action plans to adress issues related to GHG emissions mitigation  in housing, transportation, land use, energy supply and agricultural sectors. Help define action plans and put them into action through stakeholders management. Experience primarily on local climate and energy action plans (plans climat-énergie) where long term goals are slowly being integrated (2nd generation)Experience on the two aspects of the issue discussed in this seminar and focus de presentation on possibilities to reconcile the two



Build capacity among civil society by explaining issues and possible 
pathways to low-carbon future

•Engage multi-disciplinary and mutli-actors workshops with experts, 
stakeholders to translate scenarios into short and medium-term objectives

• Share possible pathways and transfer knowledge from experts to civil 
society and political leaders

• Identify the obstacles and opportunities for action to complete and 
consolidate scenario

Engage stakholders and citizens in defining adequate action plans

• Discuss obstacles and opportunities for action in the light of local context

• Translate pathways into tangible actions 

• Identify potential obstacles and benefits for action (impacts of actions on 
everyday life)

Enrich scenarios with proposals of actions from workshops

Challenges to take up
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Presentation Notes
Scenarios aren’t tools designed for debate but exploring the possible ways : need transparency and explanation of different pathways and assumption taken. But to produce effects, they need to be translated and widely communicated so that they can mean something in terms of local developments, changes in consumption habits and lifestyle, improvement of living environnement etc.  And this can be done through graphs and figures but need wide debates and appropriate communication.Firstly, need to establish scenarios, challenge assumptions and confront different pathways to build consistent and realistic options which can slowly become debatable : experts and political scrutinyEngage in multi-disciplinary workships to define scenarios more pragmatically in different sectors with medium-terms milestones.Bridge knowledge gap to minimize alienation Identifiy obstacles and above all benefits for action : to define a common interest in the action. Critical to promote solidarity by defining shared interestsDenser relationships between actors is likely to build trust and credibility as well as favour collective action. BUT need to define status of the contribution of the public to decision-making : need a reporting of debates and transparency on what has been taken and what can’t be carried out.Role of political leaders in translating issues and challenges and overall objectives into local needs for action.



A scenario: a goal, an outline, a story…

Facteur 4

1. Political will and 
negociation at

international level

3. Writing the story in 
the real world : 

stakeholders and 
citizens

2. Defining possible 
pathways through
consistent realistic

scenarios : experts and 
stakeholders
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Presentation Notes
The point : need to engage everybody but differenciate participation. Different levels of involvement, consistent with capacities, understanding of the issues, responsabilitiesSimplistic representation but the point is to illustrate the possible collective work to design a realistic and acceptable low carbon future. At each level, there are key players but also counter powers.Political leaders negociate the efforts to make at the international levels consistent with the latest developments of scientific research. It is their responsability to engage with the international community in negociating efforts, means, regulations between states and provide a framework. 	if they are key players, there are not alone doing this work, need expertise to define the final objectives and civil society takes part in the negociations through lobbying, demonstrations and wake-up calls2. Energy and carbon indicators as main steering tools : to define intermediary objectives (the reduction in various sectors, etc.) and make sure there are consistent with the final objective. Quantitative work overseen by politicans who commission it and the organised society has a right of scrutiny. Define solid downward trend thant we can report progress on3. Broad scenarios with carbon reduction targets in each sectors are not enough : you need to translate technical indicators into tangible actions adapted to local resources. How do we get there, what are the necessary actions, what should cities look like, priorities to allocate public funds, co-benefits of actions in terms of well-being, social justice, … need to be defined. Storytelling critical to explain what the objectives actually means in people lives and critical also because it can lead to defining new values and representations that are as necessary as objectives to achieve a challenging target.Between each, need translators and local coordinators : local politicians, NGO have a role to explain in explaining issues and challenges at each levels to ensure consistency.



Defining a strategy – working groups support
Chantier 1 : Retrofitting of buildings

Sous-Chantier Energy efficiency CO2 Renewables air quality (exterior) Weaknesses/blocking factors Strengths/Opportinities

Retrofitting of individual houses +++ ++ 0 ++ 
Coût pour les ménages
Temps de retour sur investissement trop long
Impact sur l’air intérieur

Mesures nationales existantes (prêt à taux zéro, 
crédit d’impôt, etc …).
71% des logements !
Centre de ressources Bourgogne Bâtiment Durable

Retrofittiing of social houses ++ ++ 0 ++
Financement difficile de la part des bailleurs qui ont peu de 
marges de manœuvre
Complexité et morcellement des aides à l’investissement

Une gestion intégrée du patrimoine et une vision à 
long terme.
Possibilité de réaliser des économies d’échelles 
(mutualisation)
Nombre d’interlocuteurs réduits (par rapports aux 
logements privés)

Retrofitting for house in co-
ownership ++ ++ 0 ++ Gouvernance des copropriétés et délais. Des travaux qui ne 

bénéficient pas au financeur dans le cas des logements loués
Centre de ressources Bourgogne Bâtiment Durable
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Presentation Notes
Strong development of participatory processes in many policy areas : urban planning, environment. Symptom of crisis in technocratic and reprensentative governmentPublic participation : expectation to improve policy contents, facilitate practices and legitimize decisionsPros : denser relationships with public to build trust and credibility, accountability (discuss rationale of projects), deflect conflicts and potential oppositionsCons :  perspective (debates can focus and local and particular interests ; difficulties intaking into account global issues) representativity (groups that have the resources and time to attend the meetings consistenly)Difficulty to engage people at large and a real difficulty in the role to give to the public.
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Defining quantified objectives – working groups support



Thanks for your attention 
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